We performed shock tube operations with a layer 
INTRODUCTION
A shock tube is a fundamental experimental tool in researches on shock waves and associated fluid dynamics phenomena. It comprises two sections, a low-pressure channel and a high-pressure channel.
They are separated from each other usually with a layer of diaphragm. In its ideal operation, the separation should be instantaneously and completely removed so that a shock wave, the characteristics of which are given from the simple shock tube relations, is generated right away and propagates through the low-pressure channel at a constant speed.
Yet, in real shock tube operation, it takes a finite period for the diaphragm to be ruptured so that the flow passage cross-section past the diaphragm reaches the full channel value.
1,2 If only a fraction of the diaphragm is ruptured or the period for the rupture is too long, a large pressure loss due to flow passage contraction occurs. Even if the pressure loss is tolerable, the shock formation distance is sensitive to the effective diaphragm rupture period. In particular, when we try to generate a weak shock wave, the fill pressure difference between the high and low pressure channels, and then the thrust onto the diaphragm fragments, are not large enough to neglect the necessary period for the passage to fully open.
If the diaphragm is spontaneously ruptured only with a mechanical load due to the pressure difference, the rupture pressure scatters by about 5%. Shock tube experiment needs higher reproducibility. A needle is commonly used to rupture the diaphragm. However, in this case, the needle and attached mechanics disturb the flow and shock wave formation; the rupture period still has a finite value.
In the case of an expansion tube, 3 the shock wave is reflected on the secondary diaphragm, which separates the shock tube from the acceleration tube.
If the diaphragm is not ruptured at the moment when the shock wave reflects against the diaphragm, the flow is temporally stagnated; ideal high enthalpy flow cannot be generated. An attempt of diaphragm rupture using electromagnetic repulsive forces was done, 6 however this system had some disadvantages: The opening time was not negligible --at least 700µs --and electrical disturbances generated by discharge of the storage energy created disturbances on instrumentation.
In this study, active diaphragm rupture with In case of 9µm thickness, the diaphragm is not ruptured completely when the laser energy is 30J and the pressure rise is small. When the energy is 140J, it is so strong that large pressure fluctuation is occurred.
Pressure histories of E=70J is better than any other cases, but pressure loss is bigger than the case of 5µm thickness. 
